Special attention has been given to structures which consist of a large number of different elements situated in periodic arrays. [1] [2] [3] [4] For example, two-dimensional ͑2D͒ photonic crystals constructed with periodic dielectric composites have photonic band gaps ͑PBGs͒. Multiple coherent transmissions and reflections add up to prevent electromagnetic waves from propagating in the crystals over a wide range of frequencies. [1] [2] [3] Some photonic crystals can have complete PBGs where waves cannot propagate along any direction. By analogy, we can deduce that also for water waves periodic structures may exhibit a certain frequency range where the propagation of wave is forbidden, i.e., water wave band gaps ͑WWBGs͒. 5, 6 The propagation of water waves over submerged bars has been widely studied due to its practical importance in coastal protection, since they show WWBGs which result from the Bragg reflection. 7, 8 However, for better protection of coasts, it is desirable to design a superior periodic structure with a wider band gap and a smaller lattice constant, which can fit even into a small coastal area.
In this letter, the WWBGs of finite 2D lattices having square, triangular, and graphite-type structures composed of circular cylinders as a function of filling fraction. Our attention in the present work will be restricted to a simple, but not unrealistic, geometry of N vertical circular cylinders spanning the whole depth of water, i.e., the cylinders stand from the bottom to the air above the water surface. The cylinders need not be filled. Shell-type cylinders may be enough as long as shells are strong and thick.
In order to investigate the WWBGs, we calculate the transmission spectra of water waves in 2D periodic arrays of cylinders. For the calculation we use the multiple-scattering method in which diffracted waves are linked to the incoming one and represented by Fourier-Bessel expansions. 8, 9 From the translation properties of Bessel functions, the scattering problem is reduced to a linear one.
Under the usual assumption of linear water theory there exists a velocity potential ⌽(x,y,z,t), where x and y are the coordinates of the horizontal plane in the mean free-surface, i.e., the plane of calm water surface without waves, zϭ0, and z is vertically upward. We assume that there are N fixed vertical cylinders, each of which extends from the bottom at zϭϪh up through the free-surface. The depth dependence of the problem can then be factored out and if we also assume that all motion is time-harmonic with angular frequency , we can write ⌽͑x,y,z,t ͒ϭRe͓͑ x,y ͒cosh k͑zϩh ͒e Ϫit ͔, ͑1͒
where k is the wave number. ⌽ satisfies Laplace's equation together with a free-surface boundary condition
where g is the gravitational acceleration. 5, 8 While the dispersion relation between and k for electromagnetic waves is linear, it is 2 ϭgk tanh kh for water waves. The elevation of the water wave from the mean free-surface is then given by
͑3͒
The rest of the calculation employs the multiple-scattering approach, which uses Fourier-Bessel expansion. The details of this method are given in Ref. 8 . Transmittance of water waves is calculated along the symmetry directions, because the complete WWBG ͑CWWBG͒, where incident waves cannot propagate along any direction, is determined by the symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone of the periodic structures.
10 Physically significant solutions of Laplace's equation in periodic structures can be assigned to the wave vectors in the first Brillouin zone. The filling fraction f of these structures is defined as the fractional area occupied by the cylinders and the trans- 
where trans is the amplitude of transmitted water waves and inc that of incident ones. Figure 1͑a͒ shows the transmission spectra of the square structure consisting of 11ϫ11 cylinders (Nϭ121) with the filling fraction f sq ϭ0.385. A series of numerical tests which have been performed varying the number of cylinders and the shape of the array show little change in the center frequencies of WWBGs. The solid and the dashed lines represent the transmittance of the incident wave in the ⌫ -X and ⌫ -M directions, respectively, where ⌫, M , and X are the symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone of the square lattice. The wave number is normalized to the lattice constant a sq due to the scale invariance of Laplace's equation. There exists a CWWBG between ka sq /ϭ1.133 and 1.232, if we define the WWBG as the frequency region where the transmittance is below 10 Ϫ2 . The solid ͑dashed͒ line defines the edges of the first WWBG along the ⌫ -X (⌫ -M ) direction in Fig. 1͑b͒ . The WWBG of the ⌫ -M direction appears at higher wave number k than that of the ⌫ -X direction, since the wave number at the M point is larger than that at the X point in the Brillouin zone. The hatched CWWBG occurs when the two WWBGs along the both symmetry directions overlap at f sq у0.347. The WWBGs widen in k as f sq increase until water waves of all wave vectors are totally reflected when the cylinders approach to touch each other. 4 Transmittance of the 2D triangular structure, which is derived by putting cylinders at the centers of 7ϫ7 hexagons (Nϭ259) is shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒. Figure 2͑a͒ is obtained for the filling fraction f tr ϭ0.184, and in Fig. 2͑b͒ the first WWBG edges are shown as a function of f tr . The triangular lattice exhibits a very narrow CWWBG at a relatively high filling fraction of f tr у0.655 ͑indicated by an arrow͒. This result is consistent with the fact that a 2D triangular lattice has a much smaller complete PBG than a 2D square lattice when they are made with perfect conducting cylinders. 11 The symmetry reduction of atomic configuration by introducing a basis composed of two dielectric cylinders in simple 2D lattices can remarkably increase complete PBGs.
12,13 So we calculate the WWBG in a 2D structure modeled on the atomic configuration of graphite, which is a triangular structure having two cylinders per unit cell as a basis. 14 In Fig. 3͑a͒ , T versus the normalized wave vector is plotted for water waves propagating in a 2D graphite-type structure consisting of 7ϫ7 hexagons (Nϭ210) at vertices of which the cylinders are centered. The spectra are calculated for the filling fraction f gr of 0.151. The Brillouin zone of the structure is the same as that of the triangular structure, so the same notations are used as in the triangular structure. One can see that the shape of two transmission spectra along the ⌫ -Q and the ⌫ -P directions are very similar to each other; a feature not observed in the square structure case ͓cf. Fig. 1 ͑a͔͒. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the first WWBG edges as a function of f gr . It is noteworthy that the value of the filling fraction at which the CWWBG opens is much smaller in the graphite-type structure ( f gr ϭ0.141) than in the square ( f sq ϭ0.347) and in the triangular ( f gr ϭ0.655) periodic structures. And also the width of CWWBG of the graphite-type structure is appreciably larger compared to those of the other two. These are consistent with the fact that the width of the PBG for the TE mode, whose electric field is parallel to the plane of propagation in a 2D graphite-type dielectric structure, is larger than those of square and triangular lattices of dielectric rods in the air. 14 The WWBG along the ⌫ -P direction is larger than that along the ⌫ -Q because the P point has the larger k than the Q point. The WWBG of the graphite-type structure also diverges as the cylinders approach to touch each other. These results can be extended to periodic structures consisting of submerged or floating cylinders. Furthermore, the cylinders may be composed of many   FIG. 1 . ͑a͒ Transmission spectra of a square structure along the symmetry directions at the filling fraction f sq ϭ0.385, and r sq /a sq ϭ0.35 where r sq is the radius of the cylinder and a sq the lattice constant. The inset shows the symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone. The ⌫ -X (⌫ -M ) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line. ͑b͒ The WWBG edges of the square structure described in ͑a͒ as a function of the filling fraction. The ⌫ -X (⌫ -M ) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line. The arrow indicates the value of f sq ϭ0.347 above which a CWWBG ͑hatched area͒ exists. The vertical dashed line denotes the filling fraction f sq ϭ/4, at which the cylinders touch. The inset shows the symmetry directions.
FIG. 2.
͑a͒ Transmission spectra of a triangular structure at f tr ϭ0.184. The inset shows the symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone. The ⌫ -Q (⌫ -P) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line. ͑b͒ The WWBG edges of the triangular structure described in ͑a͒ as a function of the filling fraction. The ⌫ -Q (⌫ -P) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line .   FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Transmission spectra of a graphite-type structure at r gr /a gr ϭ0.25 and f gr ϭ0.151. The ⌫ -Q (⌫ -P) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line. ͑b͒ The WWBGs of the graphite-type structure described in ͑a͒ as a function of the filling fraction. The ⌫ -Q (⌫ -P) direction is represented by a solid ͑dashed͒ line.
rods of smaller size arranged in a circle. These rods need not touch each other, as long as the distance between two adjacent rods is much less than the wavelength of water wave. Water may flow through not only the large spaces between the cylinders but also the small gaps between the rods, while the propagation of water waves over the structure is prohibited. This may significantly reduce the contamination of water along the coast as well as the construction cost of bulwarks.
Now consider a graphite-type structure which consists of N L layers of hexagons along the propagation direction ͑⌫ -P direction͒ with the same lateral width as the previous graphite-type structure at f gr ϭ0.151. As shown in Fig. 4 , the wave transmission decreases drastically as the thickness of the structure increases. The first-order force amplitude F acting on a cylinder can be calculated from the coefficients of Fourier-Bessel expansions of ⌽. 8 The inset of Fig. 4 depicts the attenuation of F on the cylinder in the ith layer of hexagons from the incident surface for the case of N L ϭ10, where F 0 is the first-order force on an isolated cylinder. The force decays exponentially, and is reduced to about F 0 /100 at the last layer of the structure.
In conclusion, we studied water wave propagation through 2D periodic structures of parallel cylinders in water. Employing the multiple-scattering method, the WWBGs for water waves was calculated for periodic square, triangular, and graphite-type arrays of cylinders. Among them, the graphite-type structure exhibited the largest CWWBG at the smallest value of the filling fraction, suggesting that this structure would be a good candidate for practical coastal protection. Also the change in the transmission of water waves and the first-order force exerted on cylinders by the water waves was investigated varying the size of the graphite-type structure along the direction of wave propagation.
